Albany Staves Off Oneonta Comebacks, 60-54

Faces Cortland In Regular Season Finale As Danes Go For 20th Win

Women Place Second In Tourney

Voters Will Lobby Legislators

SUNY's Tuition History: Hikes Never Prevented
World Capsules

Another Victim Added

ATLANTA, Ga. (AP) — A black boy found dead in Decatur on Tuesday was identified by police as Joshua P. Williams, 10, and was the fourth black child to be killed this year in the state. The boy's death comes as the state's children's advocates are meeting to consider new policies to protect children.

ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) — An Anchorage police officer was shot and killed near a high school in the city's south side Thursday afternoon, according to authorities. The shooting was reported at about 3:30 p.m. and the officer was later pronounced dead at a hospital.

Six-Year Term Proposed

WASHINGTON, D.C. (AP) — A six-year term that would be open to re-election for senators and representatives was proposed Thursday by a committee of congressmen. The proposal was made by Rep. John B. Anderson, D-Ill., and Sen. Ted Kennedy, D-Mass., and would limit presidents to a single, six-year term.

Military Plane Crashes

FORT WORTH, Texas (AP) — A military plane carrying a team of fighters crashed in the middle of a cornfield Wednesday night in Fort Worth, killing all six on board. The cause of the crash is under investigation.

Jail Guard Strike Ended

ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) — A 10-day strike by state prison guards ended Wednesday as the state reached an agreement with the guards' union. The strike had been called by the New York State Prison Guard Association, which represents about 20,000 guards.

Pope Visits Alaska

ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) — The pope is scheduled to visit Alaska on his trip to the United States in early November, following his trip to Canada in the fall of 1980. The visit will coincide with the bicentennial of the U.S. Alaska.

Wages Raised to Minimum

WAGES RAISED TO MINIMUM wage levels in a number of states will soon become the law of the land, according to a report from the National Employment Law Project. The report, which is based on an analysis of state wage laws, found that minimum wage levels in 10 states will be increased in the near future.

Memorial Fund Established

Memorial Fund Established for Walter C. DeMott, the first president of the State University of New York, who died in 1980. The fund will be used to support scholarships and research fellowships in his name.

Senior Staff

TAPP Helps Unwed Teenage Mothers to Cope

By Nellie Robinson

Teenage parents are often stigmatized and ostracized by society, and may feel isolated and alone. The Teenage Parenting Program (TAPP) at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute is one such effort to provide support and resources for these young people.

Greece Hit by Earthquakes

ATHENS, Greece (AP) — A major earthquake has struck Greece, causing widespread damage and destruction. The earthquake struck at 3:20 a.m. local time and was felt across much of the country.

Central Council Has Approved Stipend Increases

February 27, 1981

The Central Council has approved stipend increases for its staff and volunteers. The increases will take effect on March 1 and will be retroactive to January 1.
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Demonstration Against Budget Cuts to be Held

Worcester, Mass. (AP) — A rally against cuts to federal budget programs will be held on the campus of Worcester Polytechnic Institute on Thursday, March 1. The rally is being organized by the Worcester Students for Democratic Action.

Tropic Shock Cases Are Declining

ATHENS, Greece (AP) — The rate of tropic shock cases in Athens has been declining in recent weeks, according to public health officials.
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**POSITION AVAILABLE**
Responsible Junior or Sophomore
WANTED AS A RESEARCH ASSISTANT
* For the Finance Department
- Opportunity to participate in a nationally known financial research organization!
- Must be willing to begin in March on a Part-Time basis

**Full Time Summer and Vacation**
INQUIRY: Beth Lasker or Bob Lune
Business Administration 307
457-6396

---

**Off Campus Advisor Positions**
FOR ACADEMIC YEAR 1981-1982
Applications are available in the Off-Campus Housing Office
CC 110
Advisors receive academic credit and stipend
FOUR ADVISOR POSITIONS ARE AVAILABLE

---

**Telemthon '81**
A SELECTION OF FINE WINES
HOT BUTTER FLAVORED POPCORN
Due by March 20th

---

**Task Force To Study Gay Issues**
by Shlomo Carlebach

---

**Food Poisoning Might Not Be Culprit**
by Dr. Janet Hood

---

**Electoral Results Are In**

---

**Health Column**

---

**Notes**

---
Wine and Cheese Place

"Teaser" with Adam Berk & Brad Portmann

February 27th & 28th
CAMPUS CENTER PATRON ROOM
February 27th 6:30 P.M. - Open dress rehearsal
February 28th 8:15 P.M. - 12th Annual Show
Joined by: Troy Sculpins
Gian Fia Chiappetta
Parkside Persellines
University Pool - Admission Free

SA USED BOOK EXCHANGE
If you sold books you
pick up your books and/or money by WEDNESDAY MARCH 7
Call/Mark: 482-5275
Judy: 457-7762
or Rich: 455-6984

SAFETY MEETING
Middle Earth Scholarship Foundation
February 27th 7:30 P.M.

Friday Feb. 27 6:30 P.M. - open dress rehearsal!
Saturday Feb. 28 8:15 P.M. - 12th Annual Show

SUNYA CYGNETS PRESENT:
This is SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING

Friday Feb. 27 6:30 P.M. - open dress rehearsal!
Saturday Feb. 28 8:15 P.M. - 12th Annual Show

The Albany State Lacrosse Team Presents:
February 29th "Day Party!!"
Come and "Leap To The Best"
Don't miss this event! — N.Y. Times

SUNYA CYGNETS: BOB DYLAN

Thurs. April 2 8:00pm
Palace theatre
tickets go on sale Tues March 3 Record Co-op

$9.00 w/ Taxcard $13.00 without

Happy Birthday Andy Love, The Staff

Scott, Happy Birthday to The BEST! Love Always, Edan

U. Senate
1600 Washington Ave
Albany, NY 12222
(518)457-7588

DONATION $1.50

pussy peits
The STFCA is Fernando's it
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Military Economy

Bob Cohen

The Reagan administration has an economic program that is a study in the Macabre. It is not an economic program, but a program that the government is on the verge of imposing. According to the administration, the program is an economic program that will bring about social change. The administration is on the verge of imposing an economic program that will bring about social change.

The government is on the verge of imposing an economic program that will bring about social change. The program is an economic program that will bring about social change.

The government is on the verge of imposing an economic program that will bring about social change. The program is an economic program that will bring about social change.

Secondly, military spending is highly inflationary. As Martin Anderson, a member of the Economic Review, wrote in the New York Times, "The problem is complex. There are many factors that contribute to inflation. One of the main factors is military spending. Military spending is highly inflationary."
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**Spiritual Graffiti**

"If God could do the tricks that we can do, he'd be a happy man."

— Peter O'Toole in The Stuntman

---

**Coolest In The World**

You know what the major problem is? asked Tom in the Pub. "It's the Pub's air conditioning."

"What's the main problem with the Pub's air conditioning, Tom?" asked Paul.

"It's the Pub's air conditioning," said Tom.

"Okay, Tom, what's the main problem with the Pub's air conditioning?" asked Paul.

"It's the Pub's air conditioning," said Tom.
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**In My Tree/Mr. Bruce W. Fox**

**A Program For Poetic Justice**

In their hearts, and lust In their eyes telling us
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**Ribbons of Euphoria/Suzanne Gerber**

**An Elementary Reunion**

No one was there. No one was there except for a few students who were in the room,
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**What's Going On**

The world around us is being transformed.


---
John Irvin On Films And Filmmaking

Yes, it opened in good reviews in New York. It was the first film that I had done in New York, and the shooting happened in the area of Saratoga, where much of The Dogs of War was shot. Alec Guinness starred in the film, along with Fred Astaire, John Houseman, and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

Yes, it opened in good reviews in New York. It was the first film that I had done in New York, and the shooting happened in the area of Saratoga, where much of The Dogs of War was shot. Alec Guinness starred in the film, along with Fred Astaire, John Houseman, and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

Yes, we saw it in Saratoga. We're using mostly interiors here and exteriors there. I wanted a more intimate environment, but our budget didn't allow it.

We've been working on The Dogs of War for some time now. It's a Southern Tier New York story, and this mythical environment requires a lot of patience. We've been working on it for quite some time, and it's been a labor of love.

It's cheaper to build what you need where you need it, because if you build it and then move it, you'll have to pay for transportation. Also, you can't just get the same kind of labor in every location. The people in New York are very particular about their work, and they want it done right.

I'm going to be asked after I get out of here — the term "special effects" has been tossed around a lot. I'm much more interested in the actual process of making a film, rather than the flashy, computer-generated stuff. I'm going to be asked after I get out of here — the term "special effects" has been tossed around a lot. I'm much more interested in the actual process of making a film, rather than the flashy, computer-generated stuff.

I'm much more interested in the actual process of making a film, rather than the flashy, computer-generated stuff. I'm going to be asked after I get out of here — the term "special effects" has been tossed around a lot. I'm much more interested in the actual process of making a film, rather than the flashy, computer-generated stuff.
An Irish Spring

Capital Rep’s Hostage Captivating

O’Hare, “host of the political world,” has an eye for the dramatic. His new play, The Hostage, is a political thriller that will have audiences on the edge of their seats. Set in a period of Irish history where the streets are lined with soldiers and the air is thick with tension, this play is a refreshing take on the genre. The story revolves around a young Irishman who is taken hostage by a group of British soldiers. The play explores themes of love, loss, and sacrifice, and is sure to leave audiences breathless.

Kathy Kissane

1990. The year of the hostage. In fact, they had a hostage on every corner of the building. The audience was left wondering what was going on, and the play was a huge hit. The play was a success and is still performed to this day. The play is a must-see for anyone interested in political thrillers.

Fault Disney

The Devil Made Them Do It

With Disney movies everywhere, it’s hard to resist the temptation. However, if you’re looking for a good time, you can’t go wrong with Fault Disney. This film is a great example of how Disney can be turned into something new and exciting. The plot follows a group of rebels who take over a Disney park and start to make it their own. The film is full of action and adventure, and is sure to keep audiences on the edge of their seats.

Mark Muratore

Ray Caliguire

Blotto

Ellis Albright

New Riders Feelin’ Alright

The New Riders of the Purple Sage are back with a new album, Feelin’ Alright. The band is known for their unique sound and their ability to blend different genres together. The album features a mix of country, rock, and folk, and is sure to please fans of all ages. The lead single, “Feelin’ Alright,” is a feel-good tune that’s sure to get you moving. The album is a must-have for any music lover, and is sure to become a classic.

All That Jazz

Bill Cosby

All That Jazz

Bill Cosby is a staple in the world of entertainment, and he has been entertaining audiences for years. His new film, All That Jazz, is a must-see for fans of the comedian. The film follows a group of people who are trying to make it big in the music industry. The cast is filled with talented actors, and the plot is sure to keep audiences engaged. The film is a great reminder of why Bill Cosby is so beloved.

Riffs

Bill Cosby

Riffs

Bill Cosby is a master of the stage, and his latest performance, Riffs, is no exception. The film follows a group of people who are trying to make it big in the music industry. The cast is filled with talented actors, and the plot is sure to keep audiences engaged. The film is a great reminder of why Bill Cosby is so beloved.

Steve Popper
Trivia Time

by Vincent Alido

The last issue of The Gauntlet offered a question that read: "What is the last official act that the Board of Trustees has taken?" Unfortunately, the answer was not provided. I would like to know the answer to this question. Thank you.

Kangaroo Court

I have been going to the Union for my classes and have noticed that the board members have been acting like a kangaroo court. They have been treating me unfairly and I feel like I am being discriminated against. Can anything be done about this?

Not a Majority

I am a student at SUNY and I have noticed that the Board of Trustees has been acting in a secretive manner. They have been making decisions without involving the students, and it seems like they are not listening to our concerns. Can anything be done to change this?

Crossword

ACROSS

1. Place where you keep your money (5,4)
2. Item used to pay for goods/services (7)
3. Have in mind (3,4)
4. Large mammal of Africa (3,5)
5. Type of insurance (4,6)

DOWN

1. Country that borders China (3,4)
2. Vessel that sails on water (4,5)
3. Device used to protect from rain (5)
4. Measure of weight (3,4)
5. Type of insect (3,5)

Solutions:

1. Bank
2. Currency
3. Intend
4. Lion
5. Health insurance

1. Japan
2. Ship
3. Umbrella
4. Kilogram
5. Bug

 Bring Us Your Letters and Columns

We welcome your letters and columns. Please send them to The Gauntlet, attention: Letters Editor, or email them to letters@sunygauntlet.com. All letters must be anonymous.

Editorial

One of the most important attributes of the SUNY system in the past has been its low cost, high-quality education. The SUNY Board of Trustees has lost sight of this fact. In calling for a tuition hike, they are neglecting their responsibilities to the students. As students of SUNY, we are unwilling to fight for SUNY.

If they won't act, we must find the solutions to these problems ourselves.

Through the combined efforts of SUA and SAH, we now have a chance to state our views to our elected officials in the legislature.

On Monday, it will be our turn to lobby in a strong and unified way.

We must all join together to call our legislators that we cannot afford a tuition increase.

It is the obligation of the state to provide students access to a quality education. We must convince our elected officials that there are reasonable alternative ones that would not have less detrimental effect on the future of the state and our nation as a whole.

If the necessary money cannot be found, the alternative would be tragic.

With the decrease in government grants and loans, many students may find it difficult to cope with the present cost of education. With an added tuition increase, it could become impossible to deal with.

We cannot allow public higher education to be used as a news headline. It is a necessity and the legislature must realize its responsibility to provide it.

So, we must all demand on the Capitol and on our voices to be heard. We must get our numbers to make them aware of our needs.

Without tangible student support, our pleas will not be heard. And the instances of SUNY's tuition increases will become a luxury only the rich can afford.
Inside Intramurals

JSC Hillel Social Action Committee Presents:

"It's a Mitzvah!"

With just being there.

Thursday - 6:30

February 27, 1981

TOWER EAST CINEMA

with

Bill Murray

Friday and Saturday

Feb. 27, 28

$1.00 w

Tower East Card

$1.50 without

7:30 & 10:00 pm LC-7

SPORTS

SUNYAC's

Basketball

AMIA Rankings

Downtown Basketball

League II

1. Nice 'N Easy

1. Igumana

2. Jerry's Rides

2. Taps

3. Doc

3. Mixed Neat

4. Untouchables

League III

1. Sunbonoons

1. Men's B

2. Running Rebels

2. UMOCs

3. Saddle Boys

3. Dockphans

4. Bear Bells

4. Dannick Donuts

5. Our Pet Heart

5. Shrooms

6. Flirting With Disaster

7. Titans

7. Wewolves

League IV

1. Honeynomess

1. America

2. Comet Omalault

2. Taboule Gold

3. Blue Balls

3. WIRA

4. Great White Hope

4. 1st Asteutics

5. Danver's

5. Sudden Death

DOWNTOWN JEANS

212 Western Ave.

Next to LAMP POST) 449-8666

Tuesday thru Saturday

10:30 - 6:00

Thursday

10:30 - 9:00

Monday and Sunday Closed

Ms. Lee Jeans..............$20.00

Lee Petite Jeans...........$14.50

Lee Corduroys.............$16.50

And a whole lot more!!!

So let us put your can

in our pants

Just tell us

what you want.

Your ArtCarved representative will be on campus to show you the latest in jewelry designs. With prices of silver from $20.00, you'll be sure to select the pieces that best suit your every need.

Order early to avoid the disappointment of the sold-out season.

You ArtCarved representative will be on campus daily to answer any questions you may have.

Your Right to Know

in jewelry.

ARTCERVER

Date: March 4, 5, 6

Location: Campus Center

0-100

* LUTHERAN (PROTESTANT) *

4:45 EUCUMENICAL SERVICE -

CC BALLROOM

7:00 SCRIPTURE SERVICE -

CC BALLROOM

* ROMAN CATHOLIC *

11:15 MASS - CC ASSEMBLY

4:45 EUCUMENICAL SERVICE -

CC BALLROOM

7:00 SCRIPTURE SERVICE -

CC BALLROOM

Ash Wednesday Services

CHAVURAH

JSC Hillel Reform Group

Representative: John Moskowitz

JSC Hillel Reform Group will be available March 4TH and 5TH.

Class of 1981 Meeting

TO DISCUSS PLANS FOR

SENIOR WEEK

CLASS MEMBERSHIP CARDS

WILL BE AVAILABLE

MARCH 4TH AND 5TH

Monday,

March 2nd at 9pm

in Chapel House

GIVE YOUR BEST

to America...

VISTA: SPEND A YEAR WORKING

WITH THE POOR, HELPING OTHERS TO

ACHIEVE GOALS THAT REALLY MUST BE

MET, LIKE ADEQUATE FOOD, DECENT

SHELTER, BETTER HEALTH SERVICES.

YOUR EFFORTS CAN MAKE A WORLD OF

DIFFERENCE TO THOSE WHO ARE

NEEDED, AND BEING A VOLUNTEER CAN BE THE

EXPERIENCE OF A LIFETIME FOR YOU.

An information meeting, to which all

students are invited, will be held on

Monday, March 5, at 4 p.m., in Room

375 of the Campus Center.

Senior and graduate interviews will be

held on March 3, 4 and 5. For an

application fee for

Placement, Fm. 123 Admin. Bldg., NOW.

SHELTER/ BETTER HEALTH SERVICES.

Senior and graduate interviews will be

held on March 3, 4 and 5. For an
Mann Pegged As "Lady Of The Year"

by Phil Friend

An ETA official said Mann
honored the year for her
contribution to the game of tennis.

"Her dedication to the game has
been outstanding," the official
said.

Mann, a member of the United
States Tennis Association
(USTA), is one of the pioneers
in women's tennis, having
played on the World Team
Tennis circuit for many years.

She has been named 'Tennis
Lady of the Year' by the
Peggy Mann has been named
"Tennis Lady of the Year" by the
United States Tennis Association
(USTA).

Mann's contribution to the
women's tennis community has
been significant, and her
success on the court has
inspired many young players.

"It was a huge honor to be
named," Mann said. "I've
always been passionate about
tennis, and being able to
represent the sport in this
circumstance is truly
meaningful to me."
Albany Comeback Nips Cortland In Overtime

Senior Playing In Final Home Game
Notch 20th Win Of The Year, 66-64

By Larry Bagley

The Danes pulled ahead of the Bulldogs in the second half and held on for a 66-64 win over Cortland in the last regular season game at the University at Albany Saturday night.

The Danes led 29-24 at halftime, but the Bulldogs came back to lead 32-31 with 13 minutes left in the game.

Clint Dickelman scored 12 points for the Danes, and all of them were in the second half, including the last six points that sealed the game for Albany.

Dickelman missed three consecutive free throws with 1:15 left on the clock, but he was able to make a short jump shot with 1:04 left, tying the game at 61.

Two seconds later, the Danes won the tipoff, and Dickelman scored the go-ahead points.

Dickelman said he was happy to win the game, but he was disappointed in his shooting.

"I shot six free throws and made only one," Dickelman said. "But I was able to get the rebound and put the ball in the basket.

"I was able to get the game-winning shot, and I was happy to be able to do that," Dickelman said. "I was able to get the rebound and put the ball in the basket.

"I was able to get the game-winning shot, and I was happy to be able to do that," Dickelman said. "I was able to get the rebound and put the ball in the basket."